
The rotary feeder component plays a central role in the operation of all Tisma Cartoners.  It introduces
the carton to the other components of both horizontal and vertical machines.  Its efficiency greatly
influences the success of the rest of the cartoning process. The role is a complex one which uses two
power sources.  Gears drive the opposing rotary motions of the rotary feeder.  The complete assembly
rotates in one direction while the spindles rotate in the opposite direction.  This helps to set up the carton
in the shortest possible time.  Dual vacuum pumps provide effective carton blank picking and releasing
characteristics; these are essential to a well squared carton setup.  Special attention deserves to be
directed towards the rotary feeder.  Its precise timing, mechanical integrity and adaptability has made
flexible, high speed cartoning a reality.  An understanding of its basic function promotes good maintenance
practices and effective troubleshooting solutions.

Rotary Feeder

Illustrations and component descriptions depicted throughout this manual
represent a typical TC400 Volumetric Filler Cartoner.

Your cartoner may be configured differently and/or contain other components.
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Rotary Feeder

The carton magazine supplies the rotary feeder with flat, carton blanks.  The magazine maintains proper
backpressure and front carton position in order to assure consistent carton blank pick off by the rotary
feeder.

The rotary feeder develops a carton into the pocket of
the carton track upon upon demand from the PLC.  A
typical production application would be the "no product
- no carton" feature.  Here the rotary feeder picks off a
carton only when a product is detected in the
appropriate area.

Several parts of the rotary feeder are essential to
understanding its operational concept.  The suction
cups pick off,  hold and release the carton blank.  They
are mounted on the spindles.  The spindles route the
hoses from the vacuum pumps to the suction cups.  The
suction valve, located in the heart of the rotary feeder,
times the delivery of vacuum to the suction cups.
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Rotary Feeder

The development of the carton begins at the
rotary feeder.  The pick off of the carton blank
partially opens the flat blank as the suction
cups pull it from the retention points of the
carton magazine. Further development
happens as the motion of the spindle rotation
"fluffs" the carton blank before squaring it
firmly into the carton pocket of the carton
conveyor. Vacuum is applied to a spindle
only during the travel of the suction cups from
the carton magazine to the carton pocket;
otherwise the suction cup could pull the
carton back out of the carton pocket. Limiting
the vacuum "on" time also prevents needless
contamination of the vacuum system. The
vacuum is controlled mechanically by the
suction valve and electronically by solenoids.

Located between the top and bottom plates
of the rotary feeder, one-half of the suction
valve rotates with the complete assembly; the
other half is stationary. The slots in the
stationary part are constantly charged with
vacuum while the pumps are on. The slots
mechanically define the timing of the vacuum
to a spindle. The rotary part of the valve
bridges the vacuum to the spindles. The valve
works in conjunction with twin vacuum
pumps to allow one spindle to release a
carton while another picks off a carton blank.
Solenoid valves to the pumps also add to the
ability to manipulate the vacuum timing of
the rotary feeder.
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Rotary Feeder
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A well squared carton in the pocket is essential to proper filling and closing. Poorly squared cartons,
spillage, and carton damage all negate the benefits of high speed automated packaging. The rotary feeder
provides dependable operation and requires proper maintenance attention.


